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Logical key hierarchy (LKH) is the most suitable
key management scheme for a large dynamic group
[1, 2]. Ref. [3] proposed LKH key management
scheme, but it did not discuss how to keep tree
balanced when membership changes. Ref. [4] pro-
posed LTM (LKH Tree Manager) algorithm, but
it has high relocating cost. Ref. [5] proposed a tree
balanced algorithm, but had not given out detailed
steps. Ref. [6] proposed batch balanced algorithm
(BBA), but it causes high cost for reconstructing
the tree. In this paper, we propose three merging
algorithms and a novel tree balanced algorithm.

Definitions and notations. Node deletion: in a
binary key tree, when a node lacks of left subtree or
right subtree, it will be replaced by its remaining
subtree. Height of node: we define HMax nodex and
HMin nodex as the maximum height and the min-
imum height of a node x. Their values are equal
to the maximum length and the minimum length
from the node x to its child nodes, respectively. If
the node has no child node, its height is 1. Height
of tree: we define HMax tree and HMin tree as its
maximum height and its minimum height. Their
values are equal to the maximum height and the
minimum height of its root node, respectively. Bal-
anced node: if HMax nodex − HMin nodex 6 1, the
node x can be called a balanced node. Balanced
key tree: in the key tree, if the root node is a bal-
anced node, it can be called a balanced key tree.

Min height subtree: in a balanced key tree, if a
node x has HMax nodex = HMin nodex, and its par-
ent node p has HMax nodep 6= HMin nodep, then this
node x and all its child nodes make up a minimum
height subtree.

Trees merging algorithms. Assume that there
are two balanced binary key trees, named them
as tree1 and tree2. In this paper, we suppose
HMax tree1 > HMax tree2.

Trees merging algorithm-1. When
HMax tree1−HMax tree2 6 1, we only need to create
a new node and make the tree1 and the tree2 as
the new node’s left subtree and right subtree.

Trees merging algorithm-2. When
HMax tree1 and HMax tree2 are more than 1, the cri-
teria for choosing trees merging algorithm-2 is that
the maximum and minimum height of higher merg-
ing tree are equal, i.e., HMax tree1 = HMin tree1. In
this case, we merge tree1 and tree2 as the following
steps.

Step 1. We define h = HMax tree1 −HMax tree2.

Step 2. Search for a node at the level h of tree1.
If there is a key to be updated, mark this node;
else from left to right, mark the last node at the
level h.

Step 3. Create a new key node to replace the
marked node. Then it makes the tree2 and the
subtree composed by the mark node and its entire
children nodes as the new node’s left subtree and
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right subtree.
Trees merging algorithm-3. When

HMax tree1−HMax tree2 ≻ 1 is more than 1, the cri-
teria for choosing trees merging algorithm-3 is that
the maximum and minimum height of higher merg-
ing tree are not equal, i.e., HMax tree1 6= HMin tree1.

Set M denotes a set that contains all the min
height subtrees of tree1. Set T denotes a set that
contains the trees that will be merged into tree1.
Initially, there is only tree2. Num M denotes the
total number of min height subtrees in Set M .
Hi denotes the height of the min height subtree
in Set M . MinTree Hi denotes min height sub-
tree whose height is Hi. H MergeTree denotes the
highest tree in the Set T .

In this algorithm, merge tree1 and tree2 as the
following steps.

Step 1. The algorithm finds out all the min
height subtrees of the tree1 and records these min
height subtrees into Set M . At the same time, the
algorithm classifies these min height subtrees by
their height, there is H1 > H2 > · · · > HNum M .

Step 2. The algorithm finds out the
H MergeTree in Set T . Then it compares
HMax H MergeTree with the height of these subtrees
in Set M , there are three cases.

Case I. When HMax H MergeTree = Hi (1 6

i 6 Num M), firstly, the algorithm merges
H MergeTree and MinTree Hi with trees merg-
ing algorithm-1. Then the MinTree Hi in the
tree1 is replaced by the new merged tree. Finally,
H MergeTree is deleted from Set T .

Case II. When HMax H MergeTree ≺ Hi (1 6

i 6 Num M) and HMax H MergeTree ≻ Hi+1 (if
i 6= Num M), if Hi − HMax H MergeTree ≻ 1, the
algorithm merges H MergeTree and MinTree Hi

with the tree merging algorithm-2; else it merges
them with the trees merging algorithm-1. Then
the MinTree Hi in the tree1 is replaced by the new
merged tree. Finally, H MergeTree is deleted from
Set T .

Case III. When HMax H MergeTree ≻ H1, in this
case, H MergeTree cannot be merged into tree1
directly, which needs to be split into smaller sub-
trees. Firstly, the algorithm searches for a bal-
anced subtree in H MergeTree, and this subtree
must satisfy that its maximum height is equal to
H1. Here it is named as H MergeTree H1. Then,
the algorithmmarks all the nodes on the path from
the parent node of H MergeTree H1 to the root
of H MergeTree. Then it removes all the marked
nodes. After removal, there will be some remain-
ing subtrees except H MergeTree H1, so these re-
maining subtrees will be recorded into Set T . Fi-
nally, the algorithm merges H MergeTree H1 and
MinTree H1 with tree merging algorithm-1. Then

the MinTree H1 in the tree1 is replaced by the
new merged tree. Besides, H MergeTree is deleted
from Set T .

Step 3. The algorithm goes to the step 1 until
Set T is null.

Trees merging algorithms. We defineNJ andND

as the number of joining and departing members
respectively.

Case I, NJ ≻ ND. Firstly, the algorithm se-
lects ND members from the joining members to
replace the departing members. Then the algo-
rithm groups all the remaining joining members
and the initial key tree into one balanced key tree.
Here, the remaining joining members are treated
as single-node subtrees. Every time, the algorithm
selects two shortest subtrees and merges them into
a new balanced key tree, until all the remain-
ing joining members and the initial key tree are
merged into one key tree. Finally, the group center
(GC) generates the rekeying and relocating mes-
sages and broadcasts them to the members.

Case II, NJ = ND. The algorithm replaces the
departing members with the joining members di-
rectly. Then, the GC generates the rekeying mes-
sages and broadcasts them to the members.

Case III, NJ ≺ ND. Step 1, the algorithm se-
lects NJ departing members and replaces them
with the joining members. Step 2, the algorithm
deletes all the departing members which are not
replaced in the last step 1. Step 3, node deletion
in the step 2 may cause the key tree to be unbal-
anced, so the algorithm needs to visit the key tree
from down to top and from right and left to check
whether every node is balanced. When there is
an unbalanced node, the algorithm will utilize the
trees merging algorithms to merge its left subtree
and right subtree into a new balanced subtree, and
then the unbalanced node will be replaced by the
new merged balanced subtree. Step 4, The GC
generates rekeying messages and relocating mes-
sages, and broadcasts them to the members.

Simulation results. Rekeying cost denotes the
total number of rekeying messages that needs to
be sent to all authorized group members in order
to inform them the new group key. From Figure
1(a) and (b), the results show that LTM’s rekey-
ing cost is much higher than other two algorithms’,
the BBA and our balanced algorithm have approx-
imate rekeying cost.

Relocating cost denotes the total number of the
relocating messages that need to be sent to all the
moved members in order to inform them their new
location. From Figure 1(c), the results show that
our algorithm has the lowest relocating cost.

Reconstructing cost denotes the total number
of nodes that needs to be altered when member-
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Figure 1 (Color online) Rekeying cost, relocating cost and reconstructing cost of our algorithm, LTM and BBA.
(a) Rekeying cost (log); (b) rekeying cost; (c) relocating cost; (d) reconstructing cost.

ship changes. The lower reconstructing cost means
the GC needs to alter fewer nodes to reconstruct
a key tree based on the initial key tree. From Fig-
ure 1(d), the results show that the BBA has the
highest reconstructing cost, and our tree balanced
algorithm has the lowest reconstructing cost.

Conclusion. In this paper, in order to ensure the
balance of the key tree when batch members join
or depart, we propose three merging algorithms
for merging two balanced key trees into a new
one. Additionally, based on these three merging
algorithms, we propose a tree balanced algorithm.
This tree balanced algorithm can maintain a key
tree balanced in major case. The simulation re-
sults show that its rekeying cost, relocating cost
and reconstructing cost are lower than typical al-
gorithms.
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